Prairie Creek Mine
Exploration: 2nd Decline and Surface Drilling
Engagement Plan
Introduction
CZN has had a regional presence in Fort Simpson for over a decade. CZN has had a Manager of
Northern Development, based in Fort Simpson, since 2008 undertaking community interactions
on behalf of CZN.
CZN concluded an Impact Benefits Agreement (IBA) in January 2011 with the Naha Dehe Dene
Band (NDDB), and an IBA with the Liidlii Kue First Nation (LKFN) in June 2011 for project
development which, at that time, was envisioned as a Mine serviced by a winter road. These
IBA’s include provisions for community liaison positions and multiple committee meetings each
year to review the implementation of agreement provisions and mechanisms to address any
community concerns.
CZN applied for all season road (ASR) permits in 2014. The Report of EA for EA1415-01
recommended project approval. Subsequently, CZN agreed to negotiate an Environmental
Management Agreement (EMA) with the NDDB and LKFN to provide for Indigenous
participation in all aspects of the ASR, including independent Dene monitoring. Negotiation of
an EMA has been completed but awaits signature. The Indigenous groups and CZN have and are
already engaging with respect to the road development and management and monitoring plans.
CZN continues to engage with Indigenous groups as we plan for mine operations. On-going site
activities are also discussed. CZN has recently described the Company’s plans for additional
exploration in support of the definition of increased mineral resources and an updated feasibility
study which are expected to lead to financing and construction.
EMA
An EMA will provide for the participation of Indigenous groups (NDDB, LKFN) in the ASR
development. Negotiations provided a forum for discussing other matters. This has continued to
the present with monthly video-conference calls as CZN makes plans for further exploration to
support project expansion, financing and construction.
TLUA
The NDDB and CZN signed a Traditional Land Use Agreement (TLUA) on January 15, 2019.
The TLUA provides benefits to the NDDB in addition to those included in the IBA, and a
framework for training, employment, business contracts, and community capacity programs. The
TLUA includes the establishment of a committee (the Nahanni Implementation Committee
(NIC)) to oversee implementation of the Agreement, to support NDDB liaison roles to gain
employment and business capacity for the benefit of NDDB Members and NDDB Businesses,

and to provide a forum to discuss other matters such as site activities. The committee held its
first meeting at the end of January 2019.
RBA
CZN has negotiated a Road Benefit Agreement (RBA) with LKFN to similarly provide benefits
additional to the IBA in relation to the ASR. While the RBA has not yet been signed, it has
similar provisions as the TLUA with respect to advantages for training, employment, business
contracts, and community capacity programs, and include an implementation committee (Liidlii
Kue Implementation Committee (LKIC)). Liaison roles for employment and business capacity
have been agreed, and implementation committee meetings have occurred, at which, like NDDB,
other matters such as site activities have been discussed.
ADK
After frequent engagement discussions, CZN has initiated a table with the Acho Dene Koe First
Nation (ADK) to discuss future project participation, recognizing that the transportation route for
mineral concentrates from the Mine to markets includes a section of the Liard Highway which
traverses ADK traditional territory. COVID-19 led to a hiatus in negotiations, however plans are
being made to continue discussions.
Training and Business Development
CZN is participating in training and business development discussions with the aim of rolling out
training programs and promoting business readiness for the development of the Prairie Creek
Mine. These discussions involve all of the communities in the western Dehcho, the Dehcho First
Nations, as well as the Acho Dene Koe (ADK) from Fort Liard, and are on-going.

Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Chief Darrell Betsaka
Naha Dehe Dene Band
General Delivery
Nahanni Butte, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Darrell,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail: David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

February 13, 2020
Chief Darrell Betsaka
Naha Dehe Dene Band
General Delivery
Nahanni Butte, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Darrell,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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NDDB
CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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February 13, 2020
NDDB
3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com
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Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Chief Gerry Antoine
Liidlii Kue First Nation
PO Box 469
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Gerry,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail: David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

March 19, 2020
Chief Gerry Antoine
Liidlii Kue First Nation
PO Box 469
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Gerry,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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LKFN
CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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LKFN
3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com
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P.O. Box 469, Fort Simpson, NT XOE ONO Phone; 867-695-313 1 Fax: 867-695-2665

April 28, 2020

Chris Hotson
Regulatory Manager
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

7th Floor, 4922 48th St.
PO Box 2130
Yellowknife, NT

X1A2P6

Re: NorZinc Permit Applications

Dear Chris,

NorZinc CNZC) wrote to us on March 19, 2020 and on April 7, 2020 to advise that they will be
making applications to amend certain permits and apply for new permits. The details of the
applications are as follows:

• LUP MV2019C0011 for underground exploration, application to change security
payment requirement from 90 days after permit issue to before the undertaking;
• Licence MV2019L2-0006 for underground exploration, application to change security
payment requirement from 90 days after permit issue to 9 months after permit issue;

• Replacement for LUP MV20 13 C0002 for surface exploration;
• Licences MV2014L8-0006 and PC2014L8-0006 for the all season road, applications to
change the Licences from Type B to Type A in order to allow more than 300 m3/day of
water to be withdrawn from previously defined sources;
• Replacement for LUP MV2008D0014 for mine operations for a 5-year timeframe with no
changes to the conditions; and,
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• Replacement for Type A Water Licence MV2008L2-0002, the main mine operations
permit, with a 3-year timeframe with no changes to the conditions of the expiring license.
This letter is to confirm that NZC has engaged with us on these applications and that we support
the company submitting the applications to commence the regulatory process. We reserve our
right to provide further comments during the subsequent formal review processes.

M,

'Antoine

14 Ki^ First Nation
Box 469, Fort Simpson, NT

XOE ONO
Tel: (867) 695-3131
Fax: (867)695-2665
Em: chief@liidliikue.com
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Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Chief Eugene Hope
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0
Dear Chief Eugene,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail: David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

April 7, 2020
Chief Eugene Hope
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0
Dear Chief Eugene,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. A letter reply was received from the Naha
Dehe Dene Bend, of copy of which is attached. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com
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April 29, 2020
Don MacDonald
President and CEO,
Nor Zinc Ltd.
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
VIA EMAIL: Don.MacDonald@norzinc.com
Re:

Nor Zinc Ltd. – Prairie Creek Mine and All-Season Road – Permits

Acho Dene Koe First Nation (ADKFN) confirms receipt of Nor Zinc Ltd’ two (2) letters of April 15,
2020 with respect to its Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB) applications, including
the:
•

Amendment to Type A Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2019C0011 to change the timeline of
the security increase.

•

Change of Timeline for Type B Water Licence (WL) MV2019L2-0006 to change the
timeline of the security increase.

•

New Type A LUP for exploration drilling on the wider Prairie Creek property to replace
LUP MV2013C0002 that expires April 24, 2020.

•

New Type A WL’s to increase water withdrawal limits to support winter road construction
to replace Type B WL’s MV2014L8-006 and PC2014L8-006.

•

New Type A LUP for mine operations to replace LUP MV2008D0014 that expires June
16, 2020.

•

New Type A WL for mine operations to replace WL MV2008L2-002 that expires
September 23, 2020.

Further to Nor Zinc’s request for a response, we can confirm that, Nor Zinc has notified ADKFN
that it intends to submit applications or amendments to the items listed above.
Nor Zinc’s letters commence an engagement process. Once Nor Zinc provides copies of the
proposed applications and amendments, we will require adequate time and resources to review
and to consider the potential impacts of these applications on our Aboriginal and Treaty rights.
Circumstances related to COVID-19 may affect ADKFN’s response times.
ADKFN’s response times may also be affected by our capacity and level of resources. While we
understand that Nor Zinc has provided other First Nations with funding to engage in projectrelated activities, to date, Nor Zinc has not provided ADKFN with any funding to support on-going
consultation and engagement processes, including participation in the MVLWB.

Nor Zinc is aware that ADKFN has limited capacity and financial resources, which means we have
had to divert funding from elsewhere to shoulder the costs associated with Nor Zinc’s proposed
development or have had to limit our level of participation.
Without sufficient funding support from Nor Zinc, ADKFN is seriously limited in its ability to engage
in timely and meaningful way. We have previously raised these concerns with Nor Zinc and are
disappointed Nor Zinc has not come to a mutually satisfactory resolution of the funding issue.
ADKFN acknowledges that Nor Zinc has offered limited funding to support discussions and
negotiations leading to a Framework and Impact Benefits Agreement. However, the amount of
Nor Zinc’s funding contribution is an unresolved issue. Nor Zinc’s proposed funding offer is
substantially lower than our anticipated costs and, in our view, is insufficient to conclude
negotiations. Nor Zinc’s funding offer is limited to negotiation, so it is not intended nor is it enough,
to facilitate meaningfully engagement with respect to current and future applications and MVLWB
process.
It is unrealistic for Nor Zinc to expect ADKFN to continue to engage in a positive and prompt
manner on numerous regulatory related applications as well as committing scarce resources
towards Framework and Impact Benefit Agreement negotiations when Nor Zinc is not prepared
to provide ADKFN with funding to support this work.
ADKFN remains interested in further discussion on how to address our mutual interests. We wish
to participate meaningfully in this process and addressing the current funding shortfall is
necessary so we can review and engage in discussions on Nor Zinc’s proposed applications.
In terms of funding, we realize there are numerous financial constraints on, Nor Zinc compounded
by the COVID-19 pandemic. It must also be recognized COVID-19 has significantly impacted
ADKFN and its’ holding company. However, by working together we believe we can reach a
satisfactory payment agreement once the totality of funding has been agreed to.
If you have any questions concerning our response, please email our Lands Manager, Meghan
Buckham at lands@adkfirstnation.ca
Thank you.
Yours truly,
ACHO DENE KOE FIRST NATION
Signed on behalf of Chief Eugene (Gene) Hope

___________________________
Boyd Clark
Advisor/Acting Band Manager
Cc.

Chief Eugene Hope
Hana Boye, Legal (Donovan & Co)
Doug McArthur, Advisor (McArthur West Consulting)
Barney Dohm, President & CEO (ADK Holdings Ltd)
Meghan Buckham, Lands Manager (Consultant –Shared Value Solutions)
Scott Mackay, Lands Director (Consultant – Shared Value Solutions)
Council
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Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

May 3, 2020
Chief Eugene Hope
Acho Dene Koe First Nation
General Delivery
Fort Liard, NT X0G 0A0

Via E-Mail: chief@adkfirstnation.ca

Dear Chief Eugene,
Re:

ADKFN April 29, 2020 Letter re Prairie Creek Mine and All-Season Road – Permits

Thank you for your confirmation in your letter of April 29, 2020 that you have received our letters
of notification of April 7, 2020 which detail the nature of, and reasons for, applications we are
making to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (MVLWB).
We note that you have raised issues with respect to funding for the future review process for these
applications, we think these amounts should be minimal as the applications we plan to make at this
time are relatively straight-forward, and are mostly related to maintaining permits. As a result, we
anticipate that your review of these will only need to be cursory. With respect to the maintenance
of permits for mine operations, ADKFN previously commented favourably in a letter dated July
8, 2019.
Separate from the application reviews, as you note, we have been for some time in the process of
negotiating a framework and project agreement (slightly different terminology was used in the
April 29, 2020 letter), which include the role ADKFN will have in ongoing regulatory processes,
and funding for that involvement. We have already discussed and, we understood verbally agreed,
a maximum budget and process for all these activities, but our most recent planned meeting in late
March was cancelled due to travel restrictions and the budget was not finalized in writing.
We look forward to moving these issues forward in the context of those negotiations. In that light,
we would like to re-establish regular negotiation meetings via Zoom online video. Please let us
know when you and Barney are available for a short call to plan the logistics of the next meeting.
We look forward to our future engagements.
Sincerely,

Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Chief Stanley Sanguez
Jean Marie River First Nation
General Delivery
Jean Marie River, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Stanley,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail: David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

April 7, 2020
Chief Stanley Sanguez
Jean Marie River First Nation
General Delivery
Jean Marie River, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Chief Stanley,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. A letter reply was received from the Naha
Dehe Dene Bend, of copy of which is attached. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com
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Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Chief Dolphus Jumbo
Sambaa K’e Dene Band
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT X0E 1Z0
Dear Chief Dolphus,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail: David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

April 7, 2020
Chief Dolphus Jumbo
Sambaa K’e Dene Band
PO Box 10
Trout Lake, NT X0E 1Z0
Dear Chief Dolphus,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. A letter reply was received from the Naha
Dehe Dene Bend, of copy of which is attached. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Chief Morris Moses
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation
General Delivery
Wrigley, NT X0E 1E0
Dear: Chief Morris,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
Pehdzeh Ki First Nation
General Delivery
Wrigley, NT X0E 1E0
Dear: Chief Morris,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
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evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. A letter reply was received from the Naha
Dehe Dene Bend, of copy of which is attached. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
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Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
President Daniel Peterson
Fort Simpson Métis Nation
PO Box 408
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Sir,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs
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April 7, 2020
President Daniel Peterson
Fort Simpson Métis Nation
PO Box 408
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear Sir,,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. A letter reply was received from the Naha
Dehe Dene Bend, of copy of which is attached. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail:David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com
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Parent Company of Canadian Zinc
May 29, 2020
Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian
Dehcho First Nations
PO Box 89
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Grand Chief Gladys,
Re:

Prairie Creek Mine
Application for a new Surface Exploration Authorization

The Canadian Zinc Corporation (CZN) held Land Use Permit (LUP) MV2013C0002 for surface
exploration at the Prairie Creek Mine, however the LUP expired on April 24, 2020. As we
advised previously, CZN had planned to apply for a new 5-year LUP to replace the expired LUP,
in order to maintain a permit for surface exploration in the event CZN decides further surface
exploration is needed.
A draft LUP application was submitted to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
(MVLWB). Upon review, the MVLWB advised that it would be more efficient to combine the
underground exploration and surface exploration authorizations into a single permit, thereby
avoiding duplication of documents, such as management plans. Accordingly, this letter is to
advise you that CZN will be applying for a new LUP covering both underground exploration and
surface exploration activities. The current underground exploration LUP MV2019C0011 will
remain in effect until the new LUP is issued. In addition, the scope of existing Water Licence
MV2019L2-0006 will be adjusted to include surface exploration.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP, Environment and Permitting Affairs

Suite 1710-650 West Georgia Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 4N9
Tel: (604) 688-2001 Fax: (604) 688-2043
E-mail: David.Harpley@norzinc.com, Website: www.norzinc.com

Parent of Canadian Zinc Corporation

April 7, 2020
Grand Chief Gladys Norwegian
Dehcho First Nations
PO Box 89
Fort Simpson, NT X0E 0N0
Dear: Grand Chief Gladys,
Re:

Applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board
Exploration Permits and All Season Road, Prairie Creek Mine Project

This letter is to provide you with details of Canadian Zinc Corporation’s (CZN) proposed
applications to the Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board (the Board) including to amend or
renew exploration permits relating to the Prairie Creek Mine (the Mine) site.
When it obtained the operating permits in 2013, CZN had hoped to be in a position to move
forward with commercial production by now. However, there were delays in the permitting of
the all-season access road, consequently delaying the Company’s ability to develop the Mine.
Current capital markets are challenging and, as announced on February 4, 2020, the Company is
seeking during 2020 to make the Mine more financially attractive via throughput enhancements.
This will be assisted by the potential conversion of inferred resources into indicated resources
through exploration drilling.
Details of the proposed applications are provided below.
1. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type A Land Use Permit
LUP MV2012C0008 for underground exploration (2nd decline tunnel) was issued on May 10,
2012 for a term of five years, was extended for two years in May 2017, and expired on May 10,
2019. CZN did not develop a 2nd underground exploration decline tunnel, although
MV2012C0008 was used in 2015 to conduct exploration drilling from the first decline tunnel.
The Company may still wish to develop a new decline in order to continue underground
exploration of the Mine mineral deposit by conducting further drilling underground from the new
decline, with the intention of further upgrading the mineral resources. For this reason, CZN
applied for and obtained a new five-year LUP, MV2019C0011 on September 9, 2019.
The new LUP includes a condition requiring CZN to pay a security deposit of $236,338 within
90 days of LUP issue. The amount represents a significant increase compared to MV2012C0008,
which had a security amount of $30,000. The increase is related to the Board’s conclusion that
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CZN is currently responsible for the treatment of all water emanating from the Mine, and
evidence provided by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT) defining an
increased security requirement related to this water.
Water emanating from the Mine, at the 870 m level portal, consists of 2 separate streams: one
stream is water from the 1st decline delivered to the portal by a pipeline; the other is drainage
from workings that pre-date CZN’s tenure on the property. That tenure is based on an existing
Surface Lease which limits CZN’s current liabilities. Based on the Lease, CZN believes the
Company is responsible for managing the decline water, but not the drainage from the preexisting workings. For this reason, CZN does not agree with the increased security.
CZN wrote to the Board on November 27, 2019 to ask for a review of their September 9
decision, or deferral of the increase to allow CZN time to discuss this matter further with the
GNWT (Lands) who are responsible for tenure of the land. In a letter dated December 17, 2019
the Board declined CZN’s request for a review of the security, and advised that CZN will need to
submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase in order to obtain a deferral.
Rather than submit a request to change the timeline of the security increase, CZN plans to apply
for a change to the LUP so that the security need only be paid before the undertaking (2nd
decline) proceeds. This in effect would be a deferral until such time that CZN wishes to use the
LUP. This would also provide time for CZN to have discussions with the GNWT.
2. Underground Exploration (2nd Decline) Type B Water Licence
Water Licence MV2001L2-0003 was issued on September 10, 2003 for development of the 1st
underground decline. The Water Licence term was extended for the 2nd decline, but expired on
September 9, 2019. A new Water licence, MV2019L2-0006 was issued on September 9, 2019.
Similar to LUP MV2019C0011, the new Water Licence includes a condition requiring CZN to
pay an increased security deposit within 90 days of Licence issue. The increased amount is
$210,648 compared to a previous amount of $70,000.
CZN’s November 27, 2019 letter to the Board also asked for a review of this decision or deferral
of the increase. Similar to the LUP, the Board’s December 17, 2019 reply declined CZN’s
request.
CZN cannot apply to change the Licence so that the security need only be paid before the
undertaking because the Licence is currently being used to regulate the management of all mine
water. However, CZN will apply for a change to the timeline of the security increase in order to
obtain a deferral and provide time for CZN to discuss the matter (responsibility for managing
water from the pre-existing mine workings) with the GNWT (Environment and Natural
Resources). Since these discussions will require some time, we will request a deferral of
approximately 3 months from the date of this letter. Therefore, we will apply to change the
Licence to reflect payment of the security within 9 months of Licence issue.
Depending on the outcome of CZN’s discussions with the GNWT, CZN may also apply to
amend the Licence to be specific to decline water only.
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3. Exploration Drilling Type A Land Use Permit
CZN has held a land use permit (LUP) for normal course exploration diamond drilling at
locations throughout the Prairie Creek mineral leases since May 2006. LUP MV2004C0030 was
issued on May 11, 2006 and expired on May 10, 2013. LUP MV2013C0002 was issued on April
25, 2013 and expires on April 24, 2020.
CZN intends to apply for a new five-year LUP. This would continue to allow exploration drilling
on the wider Prairie Creek property.
4. All Season Road Water Licence
CZN obtained Type B Water Licences MV2014L8-0006 (territorial land), MV2019L8-0002
(IAB Lands) and PC2014L8-0006 (Nahanni National Park Reserve (NNPR) land) in November
2019 for construction and operation of an all season road. Road construction will start with a
winter road, and will include subsequent winter roads in order to provide access for all season
road construction.
The Type B Water Licences for territorial and NNPR lands each have a daily water withdrawal
limit of 299 m3/day. This is the maximum allowed for a Type B Licence. When CZN tendered a
winter road construction contract last year, many contractors indicated that the water withdrawal
limit was an impediment to winter road construction progress. As a result, CZN plans to apply
for Type A territorial and NNPR land Licences in order to increase the water withdrawal limit.
Water for winter road construction will be sourced from local lakes and streams. Each source has
a defined limit in the Licences on the amount (lakes) or rate (streams) of withdrawal to protect
aquatic life. We are not proposing to change those limits. Therefore, the plan to increase the
daily water withdrawal limit will not alter the existing aquatic life protections.
Follow-Up
Should you have any questions or concerns related to any of the above-mentioned applications,
please contact us. We would appreciate it if you could confirm our engagement with you on
these matters by providing a reply by letter or email. A letter reply was received from the Naha
Dehe Dene Bend, of copy of which is attached. Thank you.
Sincerely,

David P. Harpley
VP Environment and Permitting Affairs
cc Don MacDonald, CEO, NorZinc
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